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Abstract
Let G be an n n almost periodic (AP) matrix function defined on the real line R. By
the AP factorization of G we understand its representation in the form G  GKGÿ,
where G1 (G
1
ÿ ) is an AP matrix function with all Fourier exponents of its entries being
non-negative (respectively, non-positive) and Kx  diageik1x; . . . ; eiknx, k1; . . . ; kn 2 R.
This factorization plays an important role in the consideration of systems of convolu-
tion type equations on unions of intervals. In particular, systems of m equations on one
interval of length k lead to AP factorization of matrices
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Gx  e
ikxIm 0
f x eÿikxIm
 
: 0:1
We develop a factorization techniques for matrices of the form (0.1) under various
additional conditions on the o-diagonal block f. The cases covered include f with the
Fourier spectrum Xf  lying on a grid (Xf   ÿm hZ) and the trinomial f
(Xf   fÿm; l; ag) with ÿm < l < a, a jlj  m P k. Ó 1999 Published by Elsevier
Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
By definition, an almost periodic (AP) polynomial is a (finite) linear combi-
nation of the functions ekx  eikx, k 2 R:
f 
X
cjekj cj 2 C; kj 2 R:
The set of all AP polynomials is denoted by APP. It forms a (non-closed)
subalgebra of the algebra CR of all bounded and continuous on R functions.
The closure of APP in CR is the Bohr algebra AP of almost periodic functions.
We now list several properties of AP; they all can be found in standard
monographs on almost periodic functions, such as [4,13,14].
For every f 2 AP , there exists its Bohr mean value
Mf   lim
T!1
1
2T
Z T
ÿT
f x dx:
Since AP is invariant under multiplication by ek, along with Mf  there also
exist Mkf  Meÿkf . The set
Xf   fk 2 R : Mkf  6 0g 1:1
is at most countable; it is called the Fourier spectrum of f. Thus, every function
f 2 AP has a (formal) Fourier series representation
f 
X
k2Xf 
Mkf ek:
Denote by APW the set of all functions f 2 AP with absolutely convergent
Fourier series. Of course, APW  APP . Moreover, APW is a completion of
APP in the Wiener norm
kf kW 
X
k2Xf 
jMkf  j :
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For any set R  R, let
APR  ff 2 AP : Xf   Rg;
APWR and APPR are defined in a similar way. We will deal mostly with the case
R  R  fx 2 R : x P 0g, and will abbreviate APR (APWR , APPR) to AP
(respectively, APW , APP). Denote by PR the natural projection of APP onto
APPR:
PRf 
X
k2R
Mkf ek:
This operator extends by continuity on APW, but not on AP.
For vector and matrix functions f, inclusions f 2 X where
X  APP ; AP ; APW , etc. are understood entrywise. The Fourier coecients
Mkf  are also defined entrywise, and the Fourier spectrum is given by the
same formula (1.1).
An AP factorization of an n n matrix function G is defined as its repre-
sentation in the form
Gx  GxKxGÿx; x 2 R; 1:2
where
G1 2 AP; Gÿ1 2 APÿ; 1:3
and K  diagek1 ; . . . ; ekn , kj 2 R. This notion was introduced in [9] and further
studied in a number of subsequent publications, see [1–3,6,8,11,12,15,16,19–
21]. Among other things, it was shown in [9] that the set fk1; . . . ; kng is defined
uniquely; the numbers kj are referred to as the partial AP indices of G. If all
partial AP indices equal zero (that is, K  I), the representation (1.2) is called a
canonical AP factorization of G. We say that (1.2) is an APP (APW) factor-
ization of G if, instead of (1.3), more restrictive conditions G1 2 APP,
Gÿ1 2 APPÿ (respectively, G1 2 APW , Gÿ1 2 APW ÿ) hold. Of
course, for an AP (APW, APP) factorization of G to exist it is necessary that G
itself is an invertible element of AP (respectively, APW, APP). This necessary
condition is by no means sucient. In fact, for n > 1 a constructive AP fac-
torability criterion is presently not known. It follows from the results of [7,20]
(also see [10]) that a canonical AP factorization of an APW matrix function G
exists if and only if the Toeplitz operator TG  QG j Im Q is invertible, where Q
is the orthoprojection of L2R on the Hardy space in the lower half-plane, and
that every such factorization, when exists, is automatically a (canonical) APW
factorization of G. Although these results show the importance of the canonical
AP factorization, they do not explain when, in terms of G, such a factorization
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exists. They imply, however, that the set Gn of all n n APW matrix functions,
AP (and therefore APW) factorable with zero partial AP indices, is open in the
uniform norm.
Consideration of Toeplitz operators with SAP (semi almost periodic, that is,
continuous on R and having AP asymptotic behavior at 1) symbols suggests
that the matrix
dG MGMGÿ
is a significant characteristic of the factorization (1.2), see [9]. In the case of the
canonical AP factorization, the matrix dG is defined by G uniquely, and the
mapping d : G 7! dG is continuous.
Toeplitz operators with SAP symbols arise naturally from the consideration
of convolution type equations on finite intervals [9,10]. The AP matrix
functions involved have a certain algebraic structure. Namely, they are of the
form
G  Gk;f  ekIm 0f eÿkIm
 
; 1:4
where k > 0 and f is an m m AP matrix function. Because of that, AP fac-
torization of matrices (1.4) is of special interest. This constitutes the subject of
our paper.
2. Preliminary results
Lemma 2.1. (i) Let f be an m m AP matrix function. Then Gk;f and Gk;f , where
the bar denotes entrywise complex conjugation, are AP-factorable only simul-
taneously and their partial AP indices are the same. If Gk;f (and therefore Gk;f )
admits a canonical AP factorization, then
dGk;f   J dGk;f 
 ÿ1
J ; where J  Im 0
0 ÿ Im
 
:
(ii) Let now f be an m m APW matrix function, f 0  Pÿk;kf . Then the
matrices Gk;f 0 and Gk;f are AP (APW) factorable only simultaneously and their
partial AP indices are the same. In the case of the canonical factorization,
dGk;f   Im 0Mkf  Im
 
dGk;f 0  Im 0Mÿkf  Im
 
:
Part (i) follows from the equality
Gk;f  J Gk;f
ÿ ÿ1
J :
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Part (ii) (as well as part (i) for m  1) was first established in [9] and used re-
peatedly after that. Due to (ii), we may (and usually will) without loss of
generality suppose that Xf   ÿk; k.
Lemma 2.2. Let f be an m m matrix function in APÿk;k. Then the matrix (1.4)
admits a canonical AP factorization if and only if there exist m m matrix
functions g1 ; g

2 2 AP0;k such that
Xgk f  \ 0; k  ; k  1; 2 2:1
and
Mkg1  Mg2 f   0; Mkg2  Mg1 f   Im: 2:2
If this is the case, then
dG 
ÿMkg1 f  Mg1 
ÿMkg2 f  Mg2 
" #ÿ1
: 2:3
Proof. Necessity. Suppose that G admits a canonical AP factorization
G  GGÿ. Using a transformation G 7! GC, Gÿ 7! Cÿ1Gÿ with a suitable
choice of a constant non-singular matrix C, we may modify the factorization of
G in such a way that
MGÿ  I2m: 2:4
Now partition the matrices Gÿ1 and Gÿ into m m blocks
Gÿ1 
f 1 g

1
f 2 g

2
" #
; Gÿ 
f ÿ1 g
ÿ
1
f ÿ2 g
ÿ
2
" #
: 2:5
The factorization G  GGÿ can be rewritten as
Gÿ1 G  Gÿ; 2:6
which, in its turn, implies that
gk f  f ÿk ÿ f k ek and gÿk  gk eÿk k  1; 2: 2:7
Hence, Xgk   0; k and
Xgk f   Xf ÿk  [ Xekf k   ÿ1; 0 [ k;1:
Therefore, (2.1) holds. Also, Mkgk  Mgÿk  and Mgk f  Mf ÿk , so that
(2.4) implies (2.2).
Sufficiency. Suppose that m m matrix functions gk 2 AP0;k satisfy (2.1),
(2.2). Introduce f k , g
ÿ
k by (2.7) and G
ÿ1
 , Gÿ according to (2.5). Then, of course,
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Gÿ1 2 AP, Gÿ 2 APÿ. Direct computations show that (2.6), (2.4) hold. Since
det G  1, equality (2.6) implies
det Gÿ1  det Gÿ: 2:8
The left (right) hand side of (2.8) lies in AP (respectively, APÿ). Therefore,
both of them are constant. Due to (2.4), this constant equals det MGÿ  1.
Consequently, the matrices Gÿ1 and Gÿ are invertible (before this was estab-
lished, Gÿ1 had been just a formal notation), and their inverses G, G
ÿ1
ÿ also lie
in AP, APÿ, respectively.
Finally,
dG MGMGÿ MGÿ1 ÿ1

Mf 1  Mg1 
Mf 2  Mg2 
" #ÿ1

ÿMkg1 f  Mg1 
ÿMkg2 f  Mg2 
" #ÿ1
;
so that (2.3) holds. 
Recall that a canonical AP factorization of a matrix G 2 APW is auto-
matically its APW factorization [20]. Hence, for f 2 APW an AP solution of
(2.1), (2.2) automatically lies in APW. A result similar to Lemma 2.2 for pe-
riodic matrix functions was established in [18].
Our next result allows one to substitute a given matrix Gk;f by another
matrix of the same type, without changing its factorability properties.
Lemma 2.3. Let G Gk;f  be given by (1.4) with f 2 APP, and let ÿm be the
leftmost point in Xf  \ ÿk; k. Suppose, in addition, that
the Fourier coefficient Mÿmf  is invertible: 2:9
Then there exists an m m APP matrix function f 0 with
Xf 0 
X
njcj
n
ÿ k : nj 2 Z; cj ÿ m 2 Xf 
o
\ ÿm; m
such that Gk;f and Gm;f 0 are AP (APW, APP) factorable only simultaneously. If
these factorizations exist, then the partial AP indices of Gk;f and Gm;f 0 are the
same.
In fact, an explicit formula for f 0 is available. To state it, denote by
C  fc1; . . . ; cdg the set Xf  n fÿmg \ ÿk; k shifted by m:
C  fXf  n fÿmg \ ÿk; kg  m, and introduce the following function Tal
which acts on finite tuples with entries in f1; 2; . . . ; dg and assumes values in Zd
Talj1; j2; . . . ; jn  n1; n2; . . . ; nd;
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where nk is the number of ji coinciding with k (thus n1      nd  n). Also,
represent f as
f  a eÿm I
 
ÿ
Xd
j1
bj ecj
!
; 2:10
that is, denote a Mÿmf , bj  ÿaÿ1Mcjÿmf . Then
f 0 
X
N :hN ;Ciÿk2ÿm;m
yN aÿ1 ehN ;Ciÿk; 2:11
where N  n1; . . . ; nd 2 Zd, hN ;Ci is an abbreviated notation for
P
j njcj,
yN 
X
J :TalJN
bj1    bjn 2:12
and in the latter sum J  j1; . . . ; jn 2 f1; . . . ; dgn.
Formula (2.12) simplifies significantly in the case of pairwise commuting bj.
Namely, it can be rewritten as
yN  n1  n2      nd!n1!n2!    nd ! b
n1
1 b
n2
2    bndd : 2:13
The commutative case (covering, in particular, the situation m  1) was con-
sidered in [3]. General formulas (2.11) and (2.12) in a slightly dierent form
were written down in [15].
In the same paper [15], Lemma 2.3 was used to tackle the AP factorability in
the following two situations.
Theorem 2.4. Let the off-diagonal block f of the matrix function (1.4) be such
that Xf  \ ÿk; k lies to one side of the origin. Denote by a the point in Xf 
that is closest to the origin. Then:
1. Gk;f is APP factorable provided that Maf  is invertible,
2. Gk;f admits a canonical AP factorization if and only if Mf  is invertible (and
therefore a  0).
Theorem 2.5. Let the off-diagonal block f of the matrix function (1.4) be such
that there exist a; b 2 ÿk; k, for which jaÿ bjP k and b separates a from
Xf  n fag \ ÿk; k. Then:
1. Gk;f is APP factorable provided that Maf , Mbf  are invertible,
2. Gk;f admits a canonical AP factorization if and only if jaÿ bj  k and Maf ,
Mbf  are invertible.
We say that f is one-sided (falls into a big gap case) if its Fourier spectrum
satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2.4 (respectively, Theorem 2.5). Theorem
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2.4 was, by a dierent method, established earlier in [12]; a big gap case for
m  1 was disposed of in [5].
3. Commensurable case
Suppose that the distances between the points of Xf  \ ÿk; k are com-
mensurable, in other words,
Xf  \ ÿk; k  ÿm hZ 3:1
for a certain step h > 0. It was shown in [11] that for m  1 condition (3.1)
implies APP factorability of Gk;f . An alternative approach, suggested in [15], is
based on the repeated application of Lemma 2.3. Both approaches make use of
a recursive reasoning, involving invertibility of certain coecients, and there-
fore fail in the case m > 1. As a matter of fact, we do not know whether or not
an arbitrary matrix Gk;f with f satisfying (3.1) is AP factorable.
The criteria of canonical AP factorability ([11, Theorems 3.2 and 3.3]),
however, can be generalized to the matrix setting.
Theorem 3.1. Let Xf  M  ÿm hZ. Denote cj Msjhf , where s is the
smallest non-negative element of M, and let
Tn  Tnc  cjÿi
ÿ n
i;j1 
c0 c1 . . . cnÿ1
cÿ1 c0 . . . cnÿ2
..
. ..
. . .
. ..
.
c1ÿn c2ÿn . . . c0
26664
37775;
Dn  Dnc  cjÿiÿ1
ÿ n
i;j1 
cÿ1 c0 . . . cnÿ2
cÿ2 cÿ1 . . . cnÿ3
..
. ..
. . .
. ..
.
cÿn c1ÿn . . . cÿ1
26664
37775:
Finally, let N be the integer part of k=h: N  k=hb c. The matrix Gk;f admits a
canonical AP factorization if and only if one of the following three conditions
holds:
1. m=h; k=h 2 Z and det TN 6 0,
2. m=h 2 Z, k=h 62 Z and det TN det TN1 6 0,
3. m=h 62 Z, k=h 2 Z and det TN det DN 6 0.
Proof. Let us show first that the condition on the exponents (m=h 2 Z or
k=h 2 Z) is necessary for the existence of the canonical AP factorization, in
other words, that zero lies on the union of the grids M and M0  ÿk hZ. To
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this end, consider a matrix Gk;f which is AP factorable with zero partial AP
indices. Without loss of generality we may suppose that the Fourier coecient
Mÿmf  is invertible (otherwise, consider a suciently small perturbation of f).
Applying Lemma 2.3, we construct a matrix Gm;f 0 , admitting a canonical AP
factorization simultaneously with Gk;f and such that Xf 0 M0 \ ÿm; m: If
M0 \ ÿm; m is empty, then, of course, f 0  0. In this case the partial AP indices
of Gm;f 0 equal m (m pairs). We conclude from here that 0  ÿm 2M.
If M0 \ ÿm; m 6 ;, let us perturb the AP polynomial f 0 in such a way that
its Fourier spectrum still lies in M0 \ ÿm; m, the leftmost Fourier coecient
(say, Mÿlf 0) is invertible, and the canonical AP factorization of Gm;f 0 exists.
Then we apply Lemma 2.3 again, obtaining the matrix Gl;f 00 with
Xf 00 M \ ÿl; l and also having a canonical AP factorization.
Now, either M \ ÿl; l  ;, which implies that 0  ÿl 2M0, or this
procedure can be repeated again. Observe that l and k lie on the same grid
k hZ, and at the same time 0 <l < m < k, so that l6 kÿ h. Since the value
of h does not change under this procedure, in finitely many steps we will arrive
to a matrix G~k; ~f with ~k 2M (or M0), X ~f  M0 \ ÿ~k; ~k (respectively,
X ~f  M \ ÿ~k; ~k), and ~k so close to zero that ÿ~k; ~k does not contain any
points from M0 (respectively, M). This means that ~f  0, and therefore the
partial AP indices of G~k; ~f equal ~k (m pairs). On the other hand, G~k; ~f admits a
canonical AP factorization simultaneously with the original matrix Gk;f .
Hence, 0  ÿ~k 2M [M0.
The logic of the remaining part of the proof is as follows. If Gk;f admits a
canonical AP factorization, then the Riemann boundary value problem
/1
/2
" #
 ekI 0
f eÿkI
 
/ÿ1
/ÿ2
 
;
(/j 2 APW0;1, /ÿj 2 APWÿ1;0, j  1; 2) has only a trivial solution. In other
words, there is only a trivial solution of the equation
ek/

2  f / /ÿ2 ; where X/  0; k:
Therefore, the homogeneous equation
Tk;f /  0; / 2 APW0;k; 3:2
with a ‘‘Toeplitz’’ operator
Tk;f  P0;kf j APW0;k
has only a trivial solution. By choosing / with a discrete Fourier spectrum
lying in ÿM [M0, we will show that this condition implies the invertibility of
matrices, as stated in the theorem. To prove that the invertibility of these
matrices implies the canonical AP factorability of Gk;f , we will simply construct
its canonical factorization, making use of Lemma 2.2.
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Since computations are a little dierent in each of the three cases, we con-
sider them separately.
(i) Let m=h; k=h 2 Z. Then M M0  hZ, k  Nh, and, according to (3.1),
f 
XNÿ1
kÿN1
ck ekh:
Consider
/ 
XNÿ1
j0
aj ejh:
Then
f / 
XNÿ1
kÿN1
XNÿ1
j0
ckaj ejkh
and (3.2) is equivalent toXNÿ1
j0
cmÿjaj  0 m  0; . . . ;N ÿ 1:
The coecient matrix of this system diers from TN only by a certain permu-
tation of its rows and columns. Hence, the invertibility of TN is necessary for
the existence of the canonical AP factorization.
Suppose now that TN is invertible. Let us find a solution of (2.1) and (2.2) in
the form
g1 
XNÿ1
j0
a1j ejh; g2 
XNÿ1
j0
a2j ejh  Im eNh:
For such gk , conditions (2.1) and (2.2) can be rewritten as
a10; a11; . . . ; a1;Nÿ1 TN  Im; 0; . . . ; 0 ;
a20; a21; . . . ; a2;Nÿ1 TN  ÿ 0; cÿN1; . . . ; cÿ1 : 3:3
These equations have a (unique) solution due to the invertibility of TN .
Therefore, the desired gk exist.
(ii) Let m=h 2 Z, k=h 62 Z. Then M  hZ, M0  ÿk hZ  ÿr hZ, where
r  kÿ Nh is the smallest positive element of ÿM0, and
f 
XN
kÿN
ck ekh:
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Consider
/ 
XN
j0
aj ejh 
XNÿ1
j0
bj erjh:
For such /,
f / 
XN
kÿN
XN
j0
ckaj ejkh
 

XNÿ1
j0
ckbj erjkh
!
:
The sets r hZ and hZ are disjoint; therefore, Tk;f /  0 if and only ifXN
j0
cmÿjaj  0 m  0; . . . ;N
and
XNÿ1
j0
cmÿjbj  0 m  0; . . . ;N ÿ 1:
Hence, in this case the existence of the canonical AP factorization implies the
invertibility of both TN and TN1.
Conversely, let TN and TN1 be invertible. Introduce
g1 
XN
j0
a1j ejh; g2 
XN
j0
a2j erjh;
where
a10; a11; . . . ; a1;N   Im; 0; . . . ; 0 T ÿ1N1;
a20; a21; . . . ; a2;Nÿ1   ÿ cÿN ; . . . ; cÿ1 Tÿ1N 3:4
and a2;N  Im.
Directly from the definition of gk it follows that Xg1   0; k \M,
Xg2   0; k \ ÿM0 and Mkg2   Im. The products gk f have their Fourier
spectra on the same grids (M for k  1, ÿM0 for k  2). Since 0 62M0,
Mg2 f   0. For a similar reason, Mkg1   0.
There are exactly N  1 points of the grid M (and ÿM0) in 0; k. The row of
respective Fourier coecients of gk f equals ak0; ak1; . . . ; ak;N TN1. From (3.4)
it follows that the latter product equals Im; 0; . . . ; 0  for k  1 (so that
Mg1 f   Im), and
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for k  2.
In both cases, all the Fourier coecients corresponding to the exponents in
0; k are equal to zero. Hence, gk satisfy (2.1) and (2.2).
(iii) Finally, let m=h 62 Z, k=h N 2 Z. Then M0  hZ, and M  ÿm hZ
can also be represented as s hZ, where s 2 0; h is the smallest positive el-
ement of M. In this case
f 
XNÿ1
kÿN
ck eskh
and we consider / of the form
/ 
XNÿ1
j0
aj ejh 
XN
j1
bj eÿsjh:
For such /,
f / 
XNÿ1
kÿN
XNÿ1
j0
ckaj esjkh
 

XN
j1
ckbj ejkh
!
:
As in case (ii), the two grids M and M0 are disjoint, so that Tk;f /  0 if and only
if XNÿ1
j0
cmÿjaj  0 m  0; . . . ;N ÿ 1
and
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XN
j1
cmÿjbj  0 m  0; . . . ;N ÿ 1:
The coecient matrices of these systems dier from TN and DN only by a
permutation of their rows and columns. Hence, the invertibility of TN and DN is
necessary for Gk;f to admit a canonical AP factorization.
Conversely, suppose that TN and DN are invertible. Let
g1 
XN
j1
a1j eÿsjh; g2 
XN
j0
a2j ejh;
where a2;N  Im and other coecients are determined by the formulas
a11; a12; . . . ; a1;N   Im; 0; . . . ; 0 Dÿ1N ;
a20; a21; . . . ; a2;Nÿ1   ÿ cÿN ; . . . ; cÿ1 Tÿ1N : 3:5
Obviously, Xg1   0; k \ ÿM, Xg2   0; k \M0 and Mkg2   Im.
Due to the structure of f, the Fourier spectra of g1 f and g

2 f lie on M
0 and M,
respectively. Since 0 62M and k 62 ÿM, the coecients Mg2 f  and Mkg1 
vanish.
There are exactly N points of each of the grids M and M0 in 0; k. The row
of respective Fourier coecients of g1 f is a11; . . . ; a1;N DN  Im; 0; . . . ; 0, so
that Mg1 f   Im and Xg1 f  \ 0; k  ;.
In turn, the Fourier coecients of g2 f lying in M \ 0; k form a row
a20; a21; . . . ; a2;Nÿ1 j Im
TN
cÿN . . . cÿ1
 
 a20; a21; . . . ; a2;Nÿ1TN  cÿN ; . . . ; cÿ1  0:
Again, conditions (2.1) and (2.2) are satisfied. 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 not only shows the existence of the canonical AP
factorization, but also gives explicit formulas for its factors G via (2.5) and
(2.7). These formulas imply, in particular, that the Fourier spectra of G, Gÿ
(and, therefore, their inverses) lie in the union of the grids M and M0. This
union coincides with hZ in case (i), with hZ [ ÿk hZ [ k hZ in case (ii),
and with hZ [ ÿm hZ [ m hZ in case (iii).
It is interesting to compare this observation with a general result. For an
arbitrary (not necessarily block triangular) AP matrix function with its Fourier
spectrum in a certain additive subgroup R of R, the factors G of its canonical
AP factorization (if the latter exists) also have their Fourier spectra contained
in R, (see [17, Theorem 6.1] and [1]). In case (i) one can choose R  hZ, and
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thus to derive the observation from the result in [1,17]. However, in cases
(ii) and (iii) the obtained condition on XG is sharper.
Using (2.3), (2.1) and formulas for gk , one can also determine the explicit
value of dG.
In case (i), (3.3) implies that Mg1   a10 is the upper left m m block of
Tÿ1N ,
Mg2   a20  ÿ0; cÿN1; . . . ; cÿ1Tÿ1N
I
0
..
.
0
2664
3775;
Mkg1 f   I ; 0; . . . ; 0Tÿ1N
0
cNÿ1
..
.
c1
26664
37775
and
Mkg2 f   c0 ÿ 0; cÿN1; . . . ; cÿ1Tÿ1N
0
cNÿ1
..
.
c1
26664
37775:
According to (2.3), this yields
or, equivalently, dG coincides with the lower right 2m 2m block of the
matrix
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In case (ii), Mg1   a10 is the upper left m m block of Tÿ1N1. Since
TN1 
c0 c1    cN
cÿ1
..
.
TN
cÿN
26664
37775
and the lower right block TN in this partition is also invertible, then
Mg1   c0
0B@ ÿ c1; . . . ; cN T ÿ1N cÿ1...
cÿN
264
375
1CA
ÿ1
:
In turn,
Mkg2 f   a20; a21; . . . ; a2;Nÿ1; I 
cN
..
.
c1
c0
26664
37775  c0 ÿ cÿN ; . . . ; cÿ1 T ÿ1N
cN
..
.
c1
264
375:
Finally, Mg2  Mkg1 f   0, because Xg1 f  M, Xg2   ÿM0, and
k 62M, 0 62M0. From here and (2.3),
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In case (iii), Mg1   0 (since Xg1  ÿM and 0 62M),
Mg2   a20  ÿ cÿN ; . . . ; cÿ1 T ÿ1N
I
0
..
.
0
2664
3775;
Mkg2 f   0 (since Xg2 f  M, and the latter grid does not contain k  Nh),
and
Mkg1 f   a11; a12; . . . ; a1N 
cNÿ1
cNÿ2
..
.
c0
26664
37775  I ; 0; . . . ; 0 Dÿ1N
cNÿ1
cNÿ2
..
.
c0
26664
37775:
Hence,
As was mentioned at the beginning of this section, we do not know whether or
not condition (3.1) guarantees the AP factorability of Gk;f if m > 1. However, it
is true under certain additional conditions on the coecients of f. Namely, the
following result holds.
Theorem 3.2. Let
f  cRk eÿm I
 

Xp
j1
zjRj ejh
!
; 3:6
where c;R 2 Cmm, k 2 Z, zj are scalars, and det c 6 0. Then the matrix func-
tion (1.4) is APP factorable.
Observe that for m  1 every f satisfying (3.1) can be represented in the form
(3.6); one can simply let c Mÿmf , R  I , zj  cÿ1Mÿmjhf  and k  0.
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Proof. For any invertible m m matrix T,
T 0
0 Tcÿ1
 
Gk;f
Tÿ1 0
0 cTÿ1
 
 Gk;Tcÿ1fTÿ1 :
Therefore, without loss of generality we may suppose that in (3.6) c  I and R
is substituted by its similar R1  TRTÿ1. In its turn, if R1 is block diagonal, then
so is the matrix function
f1  Rk1 eÿm I
 

Xp
j1
zjR
j
1 ejh
!
:
Since the matrices Gk;/1/2 and Gk;/1  Gk;/2 dier only by a permutation of
rows and columns, it suces to consider separately the cases when R is inv-
ertible and when R is an l l nilpotent Jordan cell Jl.
In the first case, f is of the form (2.10) with a  cRk, bj  ÿzjRj. Applying
Lemma 2.3, we can substitute Gk;f by the matrix Gm;f 0 without changing its AP
factorability properties. Since the matrices bj pairwise commute, the coe-
cients yN in the formula (2.11) for f 0 can be computed according to (2.13), with
d  p, C  fh; 2h; . . . ; phg. Let
xk 
X
N :hN ;Cikh
n1      np!
n1!    np! ÿz1
n1 . . . ÿzpnp :
Suppose that the set
k 2 Z \ kÿ m
h
;
k m
h
 
: xk

6 0

3:7
is non-empty. Denote its smallest and largest members by ~k and ~k  ~p, re-
spectively. Then
f 0  x~kR~k eÿ~m I
 

X~p
j1
~zjRj ejh
!
; 3:8
where ~m  ~khÿ k and ~zj  xj~k=x~k.
Observe that the new o-diagonal block (3.8) has the structure similar to
that of (3.6), with c changed to x~kI and the same R. Since the left-most coef-
ficient of f 0 invertible, Lemma 2.3 can be applied again. As was shown in [15]
(where the case m  1 was treated), after a finite number of such applications
we arrive to the situation in which the corresponding set (3.7) is empty. In other
words, in the resulting matrix Gk1;f1 , the o-diagonal block f1 is zero. This
matrix obviously is APP factorable. Therefore, so is the original matrix Gk;f .
Consider now the second case, in which R  Jl. Passing from (3.6) to (3.8) if
necessary, we may suppose without loss of generality that k > 0. If k P l, then
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f  0 and the APP factorability of Gk;f is obvious. If k < l, then, after an
appropriate permutation of rows and columns, Gk;f can be represented as a
direct sum of ekIk, eÿkIk, and
Gk; ~f 
ekIlÿk 0
eÿm Ilÿk 
Pp
jk1
zjJ
jÿk
lÿk ejh
 !
eÿkIlÿk
264
375:
Hence, the matrix Gk;f is APP factorable, provided that Gk; ~f is. Observe that
the latter matrix has the same structure as Gk;f (that is, its o-diagonal block is
of the form (3.6) with c  I and R being a nilpotent Jordan cell), but its size is
strictly smaller. The case of l  1 is obviously factorable, because J1  0. It
remains to employ the mathematical induction principle. 
4. Trinomials
Condition (3.1) is satisfied, in particular, if the number of points in Xf 
does not exceed two:
f  aea  b eb: 4:1
In fact, the case (4.1) was completely disposed of in [9], and the respective result
reads as follows.
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that the off-diagonal block f in (1.4) is given by (4.1).
Then:
1. Gk;f is APP factorable.
2. The partial AP indices of Gk;f equal zero if and only if either ab  0,
det Mf  6 0, or ab < 0, k=aÿ b 2 Z, and detab 6 0.
The simplest case not covered by Theorems 4.1 and 2.4 is that of the tri-
nomial
Pÿk;kf  cÿ1 eÿm  c0 el  c1 ea; 4:2
with
ÿk < ÿm < l < a < k; a; m > 0: 4:3
Suppose that the coecient cÿ1 is invertible. Then f can be represented in the
form (2.10) with d  2, a  cÿ1, and bj  ÿcÿ1ÿ1cjÿ1 (j  1; 2). Formulas (2.11)
and (2.12) take the form
f 0 
X
n1;n22N1
yn1;n2 c
ÿ1
ÿ1 en1lmn2amÿk; 4:4
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where yn1;n2 is the sum of all possible products of n1  n2 matrices, nj of which
equal bj (j  1; 2), and
N1  fn1; n2 2 Z2 : ÿm < n1l m  n2a m ÿ k < mg:
According to Lemma 2.3, we may transform Gk;f into Gk1;f1 with k1  m,
f1  f 0 given by (4.4), and this transformation does not change the AP fac-
torability properties. Observe that for all n1; n2 2 N1,
n1 P w  k l=m lb c. The coecients yj are especially easy to compute
if one of the entries n1, n2 is zero:
yn1;0  bn11 ; y0;n2  bn22 : 4:5
One case in which no other pairs appear in N1 is covered by the following
lemma.
Lemma 4.2. Let
fk  cÿ1;k eÿmk  c0;k elk  c1;k eak ;
where
ÿkk < ÿmk < 06 lk < ak < kk 6 ak  mk  lk
and cÿ1;k is invertible. Define
kk1  mk; lk1  ak  mk ÿ kk; wk 
kk  lk
mk  lk
 
;
ak1  wk  1mk  lk ÿ kk; mk1  kk ÿ wkmk  lk; 4:6
cÿ1;k1  ÿcÿ1ÿ1;kc0;kwk cÿ1ÿ1;k; c0;k1  ÿcÿ1ÿ1;kc1;k;
c1;k1  ÿcÿ1ÿ1;kc0;kwk1cÿ1ÿ1;k
4:7
and, finally,
fk1  cÿ1;k1 eÿmk1  c0;k1 elk1  c1;k1 eak1 : 4:8
Then the matrix functions Gkk ;fk and Gkk1;Pÿkk1 ;kk1fk1 are AP (APW, APP)
factorable only simultaneously, and their partial AP indices are the same.
Proof. Observe that
1  lk  mk  1  ak  mk ÿ kk  ak  lk  mk ÿ kk  mk P mk;
0  lk  mk  2  ak  mk ÿ kk  ak  lk  mk ÿ kk  ak ÿ lk  mk > mk
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and
wk  2lk  mk  0  ak  mk ÿ kk P kklkmklk  1
 
lk  mk ÿ kk
 kk  2lk  mk ÿ kk  2lk  mk P mk;
wk ÿ 1lk  mk  0  ak  mk ÿ kk 6
kk  lk
mk  lk

ÿ 1

lk  mk ÿ kk
 ÿ mk:
Hence, the only pairs n1; n2 for which n1lk  mk  n2ak  mk ÿkk 2ÿmk; mk
are among wk; 0, wk  1; 0 and 0; 1. It remains to use (4.5). 
Theorem 4.3 delivers sucient conditions of AP factorability which can be
derived from (possibly repeated) use of Lemma 4.2.
Theorem 4.3. Let f be as in (4.2) and (4.3). Then the matrix function Gk;f is APP
factorable under each of the following sets of additional requirements:
1 det cÿ1 6 0 and kÿ l6 minfl m k ll m
 
; a mg;
2 detcÿ1c0 6 0 and l P 0; a ml m
 
>
k l
l m
 
;
3 detcÿ1c0c1 6 0
and
either a lj j  m > k; or a lj j  m  k > a m: 4:9
Proof. Either of the requirements (1) and (2) implies that cÿ1 is invertible,
lP 0, and a l mP k. Hence, Lemma 4.2 is applicable (with k  0, cj;0  cj
and f0  f ).
Under the conditions (1),
k l
l m
 
 1

l m ÿ kP ÿ l l m  m;
so that a1 62 ÿm; m. Therefore, Pÿm;mf1 is (at most) a binomial, and the matrix
Gk1;f1 is APP factorable due to Theorem 4.1.
In case (2), the coecients c1;1 are both invertible, a1  m1  l mP m  k1,
and
a1  k ll m
 
 1

l m ÿ k6 a m
l m
 
l m ÿ k6 a mÿ k  l1:
Therefore, the matrix Gk1;f1 satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2.5.
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We turn now to the case (3). Applying Lemma 2.1 (i) if necessary, we may
suppose without loss of generality that lP 0 and, consequently, a l mP k.
Consider first the situation when a m P k, and use (4.8) to define fk1 re-
cursively for all k such that
ÿkk < ÿmk < 06 lk < ak < kk 6 ak  lk  mk; 4:10
starting with k  0 and f0  f . Observe that ak1  mk1  mk  lk, and there-
fore
lk2  ak1  mk1 ÿ kk1  mk  lk ÿ kk1  lk:
Hence,
lk  a mÿ k for k odd;l for k even;

4:11
so that all lk are automatically non-negative. Due to (4.9), at least one of the
two consecutive lk, lk1 is strictly positive.
As long as (4.10) holds,
kk1  mk  kkÿ1 ÿ wkÿ1lkÿ1  mkÿ16 kkÿ1 ÿ lkÿ1:
Hence, the inequality lk < kk, and therefore (4.10), cannot hold for all k 2 N.
Denote by N the minimal value of k for which (4.10) fails. Then for all
k  0; 1; . . . ;N ÿ 1,
kk1 ÿ mk1  mk ÿ kk  wkmk  lk
> mk ÿ kk  kk  lkmk  lk

ÿ 1

mk  lk  0;
ak1  wk  1mk  lk ÿ kk >
kk  lk
mk  lk
 
mk  lk ÿ kk
 kk  lk ÿ kk P 0;
kk1 ÿ lk1  mk ÿ ak ÿ mk  kk  kk ÿ ak > 0;
ak1  mk1 ÿ kk1  mk  lk ÿ mk  lk P 0:
In particular,
mN < kN ; 0 < aN ; 06 lN < kN 4:12
and
aN  mN ÿ kN  lNÿ1 P 0: 4:13
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From (4.12), (4.13) it follows that the only ways in which (4.10) can fail
for k  N are aN P kN , mN 6 0, and aN 6 lN . Condition (4.13) also shows that
the case mN 6 0 is covered by aN P kN . Hence, we are left with the three
possibilities:
(i) aN P kN ,
(ii) ÿkN < ÿmN < 0 < lN  aN < kN , and
(iii) ÿkN < ÿmN < 0 < aN < minflN ; kNg.
In cases (i) and (ii), PÿkN ;kN fN is (at most) a binomial, and the matrix GkN ;fN
is APP factorable due to Theorem 4.1. In case (iii), all three points ÿmN , aN , lN
of XfN  are distinct, and formulas (4.7), applied consequently with
k  0; . . . ;N ÿ 1, show that the coecients cj;N of fN are invertible. Due to
(4.13), the AP polynomial fN falls into the big gap case. According to Theorem
2.5, the matrix GkN ;fN is APP factorable. Due to Lemma 4.2 applied N times,
this implies the APP factorability of the original matrix Gk;f .
Finally, if a m < k, then one application of Lemma 4.2 leads to the matrix
Gk1;f1 with Xf1  fÿm1; l1; a1g. But then
Xf1  fÿa1;ÿl1; m1g
and m1 ÿ ÿa1  m1  a1  m l P m  k1, ÿl1  kÿ a m > 0. Hence, ei-
ther Pÿk1;k1f1 is (at most) a binomial, or Gk1;f1 satisfies the conditions of the
already established part of case (iii) (with k 7! k1, m 7! a1, l 7! minfÿl1; m1g,
a 7! maxfÿl1; m1g). In both cases, Gk1;f1 is APP factorable. The matrix Gk1;f1 is
then APP factorable due to Lemma 2.1. :
Remarks. 1. Parts (1) and (2) of Theorem 4.3, combined with part (1) of
Lemma 2.1, lead to sucient APP factorability conditions for matrix functions
Gk;f with a singular coecient cÿ1. Part (3), however, is invariant under the
transformation Gk;f 7! Gk;f of Lemma 2.1.
2. Conditions (4.3) in part (3) are essential: even for m  1, there exist matrix
functions Gk;f with f given by (4.3) with l  0, a m  k which are not AP
factorable [12]. In fact, [12,3] contain an AP factorability criterion for such
matrix functions (with m  1 or, more generally, with commuting coecients
cj). The case of non-commuting coecients, on the other hand, remains open.
3. If lNÿ1 > 0, then an AP factorization of GkN ;fN (and therefore of Gk;f ) in
cases ii and iii of part (3) is not canonical, because the gap between the
exponents ÿmN and aN is strictly greater than kN : aN  mN  kN  lNÿ1 > kN .
Let us consider now a canonical AP factorization of matrix functions Gk;f
with trinomial o-diagonal block f. We start with a necessary condition.
Lemma 4.4. Let the off-diagonal block f of the matrix function Gk;f equal
cÿ1 eÿm  c0 el  c1 ea with al > 0. Suppose that Gk;f admits a canonical AP
factorization. Then mlP 0, mj j < k, and the coefficient cÿ1 is invertible.
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For l > 0 this result follows directly from Lemma 6.6 in [15], where a more
general case of an arbitrary APP block f with Xf  \ ÿk; 0 consisting of at
most one point was considered. The result for l < 0 follows from that for
l > 0 and 2.1.
If a m=l m is rational, then the block (4.2) satisfies (3.1), and the cri-
terion of the canonical AP factorability is delivered by Theorem 3.1. Therefore,
we may without loss of generality suppose that a m=l m 62 Q. This
condition is imposed in the next two theorems.
Theorem 4.5. Let the off-diagonal block f of the matrix function Gk;f be given by
(4.2), (4.3) with l  0, a m > k, and a=m irrational. Then Gk;f admits a ca-
nonical AP factorization if and only if det c0 6 0.
Proof. Necessity. Suppose that Gk;f admits a canonical AP factorization. Then
so do all its suciently small perturbations, in particular, a matrix function
Gk;f1 with
Pÿk;kf1  cÿ1;1 eÿm  c0;1  c1;1 ea;
c0;1  c0, c1;1  c1, and cÿ1;1 close enough to cÿ1. Choose cÿ1;1 to be invertible.
Then Lemma 4.2 is applicable (with fk  f1, kk  k). Hence, a matrix function
Gk2;f2 with
k2  m  a2  m2; l2  a mÿ k 2 0; m; a2 > 0;
Xf2  fÿm2; l2; a2g and
Mÿm2f2  ÿcÿ1ÿ1;1c0 k=mb ccÿ1ÿ1;1
also admits a canonical AP factorization.
Due to Theorem 2.4, the intersection Xf2 \ ÿm; 0 must be non-empty.
Hence, Xf2 \ ÿm; 0  fÿm2g. From Lemma 4.4 we conclude that Mÿm2f2 is
invertible. Since k > m, this implies the invertibility of c0.
Sufficiency. Without loss of generality, we may suppose that
c0  ÿIm ÿI, that is,
Gk;f  G0  ekI 0cÿ1 eÿm ÿ I  c1 ea eÿkI
 
:
Represent m=a as a continued fraction
m
a
 n1  1n2  1n3
and introduce the sequences bk; kk 2 R, c1;k 2 Cmm according to the fol-
lowing recursive formulas:
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bÿ1  m; b0  a; bk  bkÿ2 ÿ nkbkÿ1;
k0  k; kk  kkÿ1 ÿ nkbkÿ1;
c1;0  c1; cÿ1;k 
cnk1;kÿ1cÿ1;kÿ1;
cÿ1;kÿ1;

c1;k 
c1;kÿ1;
c1;kÿ1c
nk
ÿ1;kÿ1;
(
for
k odd;
k even:

Let also a1  I , b1  c1,
aj  cÿ1;0c
n2ÿ1
ÿ1;1    cÿ1;jÿ3cnjÿ1ÿ1ÿ1;jÿ2 if j > 1 is odd;
cÿ1;0c
n2ÿ1
ÿ1;1    cÿ1;jÿ4cnjÿ2ÿ1ÿ1;jÿ3cÿ1;jÿ2 if j is even:
(
bj  c1;jÿ2c
njÿ2ÿ1
1;jÿ3    c1;1cn1ÿ11;0 c1;0 if j > 1 is odd;
cnjÿ1ÿ11;jÿ2 c1;jÿ3c
njÿ3ÿ1
1;jÿ4    c1;1cn1ÿ11;0 c1;0 if j is even:
:
(
Finally, let
Gj 
aj ekjÿ1 
Pnjÿ1
s0 c
s
1;jÿ1cÿ1;jÿ1 esbjÿ1kjÿbj
 
I  aj
Pnjÿ2
s0 c
s
1;jÿ1bj es1bjÿ1
cÿ1;j eÿbj ÿ I  c1;j ebjÿ1 cnjÿ11;jÿ1bj eÿkj
24 35;
if j 2 N is odd, and
Gj 
ajc
njÿ1
ÿ1;jÿ1 ekj I  aj
Pnjÿ2
s0 c
s
ÿ1;jÿ1bj eÿs1bjÿ1
cÿ1;j eÿbjÿ1 ÿ I  c1;j ebj eÿkjÿ1  c1;jÿ1
Pnjÿ1
s0 c
s
ÿ1;jÿ1 ebjÿsbjÿ1ÿkj
 
bj
24 35;
if j 2 N is even.
Direct computations show that
Y j Gj  Gjÿ1 for j even; and GjY ÿj  Gjÿ1 for j odd; 4:14
where
Y ÿ1  I ÿ /

1 cÿ1;0 eÿbÿ1 ÿ/1 eÿk0
cÿ1;0/

1 cÿ1;0 ek0ÿ2bÿ1 I  cÿ1;0/1 eÿbÿ1
 
; /1 
Xn1ÿ1
s0
cs1;0 esb0
and for j > 1,
Y j 
y11 y12
y21 y22
 
with
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y11  I ÿ
Pnjÿ1
k0 c
k
1;jÿ1cÿ1;jÿ1 ekbjÿ1ÿbjÿ2 ;
I  ajÿ1
Pnjÿ1
s0 c
s
1;jÿ2 esbjÿ2
Pnjÿ1
k0 cÿ1;jÿ2cnjÿ11;jÿ2k ebjÿ2ÿkbjÿ1 bjÿ1;
(
y12 
ÿ eÿkjÿ2 I 
Pnjÿ2
k0 c
k
1;jÿ1c1;jÿ2 ek1bjÿ1ÿkjÿ1
Pnjÿ1
s0 cÿ1;jÿ2 eÿsbjÿ2
 
bjÿ1;
ÿajÿ1 ekjÿ2 I 
Pnjÿ1
s0 c
s
1;jÿ2 esbjÿ2
Pnjÿ2
k0 cÿ1;jÿ2c
k
ÿ1;jÿ1 ekjÿ1ÿk1bjÿ1
 
;
8<:
y21  aj1
Pnjÿ1
k0 c
k
1;jÿ1cÿ1;jÿ1 ekjÿ1kbjÿ1ÿ2bjÿ2 ;
c1;jÿ1
Pnjÿ1
k0 c
k
ÿ1;jÿ1 e2bjÿ2ÿkbjÿ1ÿkjÿ1 bj1;
(
y22  I  ajÿ1 eÿbjÿ2
Pnjÿ1
k0 cnjÿ1ÿ1;jÿ2c1;jÿ2k ekbjÿ1
Pnjÿ1
s0 c
s
ÿ1;jÿ2 eÿsbjÿ2 bjÿ1;
I ÿ c1;jÿ1
Pnjÿ1
k0 c
k
ÿ1;jÿ1 ebjÿ2ÿkbjÿ1 ;
for j
odd;
even:
(
Yet another computational eort shows that
Gj  Gj Gÿj ; 4:15
where Gj and G
ÿ
j are given by the formulas
I  aj
Pnjÿ1
s0 c
s
1;jÿ1 es1bjÿ1 bj ÿ aj ekjÿ1 I 
Pnj
s0 c
s
1;jÿ1 esbjÿ1 cÿ1;jÿ1
PNjÿ1
k0 c
k
ÿ1;j ekjÿk1bj
 
cnj1;jÿ1bj ebjÿ1ÿkj I ÿ
PNj
k0 c1;jc
k
ÿ1;j ebjÿ1ÿkbj
24 35;
ajcÿ1;jÿ1c
Nj
ÿ1;j ekjÿNj1bj I 
PNjÿ1
k0 ajcÿ1;jÿ1c
k
ÿ1;j eÿk1bj c
njÿ1
1;jÿ1bj
ÿI  cÿ1;j eÿbj eÿkj cnjÿ11;jÿ1bj
" #
;
if j is odd, and
ajc
njÿ1
ÿ1;jÿ1 ekj I  ajcnjÿ1ÿ1;jÿ1
PNjÿ1
k0 c
k
1;j ek1bj c1;jÿ1bj
ÿI  c1;j ebj cNj1;jc1;jÿ1bj eNj1bjÿkj
" #
;
I ÿPNjk0 ck1;jcÿ1;j ekbjÿbjÿ1 ÿ eÿkjÿ1 I PNjÿ1k0 ck1;j ek1bjÿkj c1;jÿ1Pnjs0 csÿ1;jÿ1 eÿsbjÿ1 bj
ajc
nj
ÿ1;jÿ1 ekjÿbjÿ1 I  aj
Pnjÿ1
s0 c
s
ÿ1;jÿ1 eÿs1bjÿ1 bj
24 35;
if j is even, respectively. In these formulas, Nj is an abbreviation for kj=bj
 
.
From (4.14) and (4.15) it follows that, for any l 2 N,
G0  Y 2    Y 2 l=2b cGl
 
Gÿl Y
ÿ
2 lÿ1=2b c1 . . . Y
ÿ
1
 
: 4:16
Let us choose l in such a way that
a m > blÿ1 
Xl
s1
nsbsÿ1 P k > blÿ2 
Xlÿ1
s1
nsbsÿ1 4:17
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(the existence of such an l was shown in [12, p. 229]). Then directly from the
definitions of Y j , G

j it follows that
Y j ;G

l 2 APW ; Y ÿj ;Gÿl 2 APW ÿ j  1; . . . ; l:
Since
det Y j  det Y ÿj  det Gj  det Gÿj  1;
the inverse matrices fall into the same classes:
Y j ÿ1; Gl ÿ1 2 APW ; Y ÿj ÿ1; Gÿl ÿ1 2 APW ÿ j  1; . . . ; l:
Hence, the representation (4.16) delivers a canonical APW factorization of the
matrix function G0. 
Remark. In the setting of the suciency part of Theorem 4.5, but under the
additional condition detcÿ1c1 6 0, a canonical factorization of the matrix
function Gk;f was constructed (also recursively) in [12, Theorem 6.1]. Formulas
for the factors G, obtained in [12], contain cÿ11 and therefore cannot be used
directly in the case of singular c1. It is possible to rewrite these formulas in
such a way that cÿ11 eventually cancel out. However, the amount of compu-
tations involved is no less than in the independent proof given above.
Theorem 4.6. Let the off-diagonal block f of the matrix function Gk;f be given by
(4.2) and (4.3) with l 6 0, a m  k, and b  a m=l m irrational. Then
Gk;f admits a canonical AP factorization if and only if detcÿ1c1 6 0.
Proof. Using Lemma 2.1 if appropriate, we may suppose without loss of
generality that l > 0. Due to Lemma 4.4, the invertibility of cÿ1 is then nec-
essary for Gk;f to admit a canonical AP factorization. Suppose therefore that
cÿ1 is invertible. Then Lemma 4.2 can be applied, according to which Gk;f
admits a canonical AP factorization only simultaneously with Gk1;f1 . Here f1 is
given by (4.8), in which f0  f , k  0, l1  a mÿ k  0, a1  m1 
l m > m  k1, and
a1
m1
 w0  1l m ÿ k
kÿ w0l m 
w0  1ÿ b
bÿ w0
is irrational along with b. In particular, a1m1 6 0, so that the constant term of f1
coincides with ÿcÿ1ÿ1c1.
Observe that Pÿk1;k1f1 either is a trinomial satisfying conditions of Theo-
rem 4.5 (if both ÿm1 and a1 lie in the interval ÿk1; k1), or it is one-sided. In
both cases, Gk1;f1 admits a canonical AP factorization if and only if Mf1 is
invertible. The latter condition is equivalent to the invertibility of c1. 
We turn now to the case l 6 0, a m 6 k.
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Theorem 4.7. Let the off-diagonal block f of the matrix function Gk;f be given by
(4.2) and (4.3) with a m 6 k6 a lj j  m, and either l > 0, k=l m 2 Z or
l < 0, k=aÿ l 2 Z. Then Gk;f admits a canonical AP factorization if and only
if det cÿ1c0 6 0 (for l > 0) or det c0c1 6 0 (for l < 0).
Proof. Due to Lemma 2.1(i), it suces to consider the case l > 0. Necessity of
the condition det cÿ1 6 0 then follows from Lemma 4.4. If this condition is
satisfied, Lemma 4.2 implies that Gk;f admits a canonical AP factorization only
simultaneously with G1  Gk1;Pÿk1 ;k1f1 , where f1 is given by (4.8) with k  0 and
f0  f . Since
k
l m <
k l
l m <
k l m
l m ;
condition k=l m 2 Z implies that w  k l=l mb c  k=l m.
Therefore,
m1  kÿ wl m  0; a1  m l > m  k1; and l1  a mÿ k 6 0:
Hence, Pÿk1;k1f1 is one-sided, with the constant term Mf1 equal
ÿcÿ1ÿ1c0wcÿ1ÿ1. According to Theorem 2.4, G1 (and therefore Gk;f ) admits a
canonical AP factorization if and only if the matrix ÿcÿ1ÿ1c0wcÿ1ÿ1 (or, equiv-
alently, c0) is invertible. 
Our subsequent consideration depends on the sign of a mÿ k.
Theorem 4.8. Let the off-diagonal block f of the matrix function Gk;f be given by
(4.2) and (4.3) with k < a m and either l > 0, k=l m 62 Z, or l < 0,
k=aÿ l 62 Z. Define the sequences kk, ak, mk, lk by the recursive relations (4.6)
with the initial conditions k0  k, l0  lj j,
a0  am;

m0  ma

if
l > 0;
l < 0:

Let N be the first value of k for which at least one of the inequalities
0 < mk < kk; lk < ak < kk; 4:18
fails. 5 Then Gk;f admits a canonical AP factorization if and only if all the co-
efficients cÿ1, c0, c1 are invertible, and mN  0 or mN > 0, kN=lN  mN  2 Z.
5 Observe that l0 > 0 and a0  m0 > k  k0. Therefore, the existence of such N2 N follows from
the proof of Theorem 4.3, case (3).
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Proof. Due to Lemma 2.1(i), it suces to consider the case l > 0. Suppose first
that detcÿ1c0c1 6 0. Theorem 4.3 then implies that Gk;f is AP factorable, and
its partial AP indices are the same as those of the matrix GkN ;fN . Due to (4.11),
lk > 0 for all k  1; . . . ;N . Then, according to Remark 3 after Theorem 4.3, an
AP factorization of Gk;f is canonical if and only if aN P kN and the partial AP
indices of the matrix GkN ; ~fN with
~fN  cÿ1;N eÿmN  c0;N elN ; 4:19
equal zero. The coecients of ~fN are invertible due to (4.7), and lN > 0. Ac-
cording to Theorem 4.1, the partial AP indices of GkN ; ~fN equal zero if and only
if mN  0 or mN > 0, kN=lN  mN  2 Z.
Notice that the inequality aN P kN in fact follows from the latter conditions
on mN , lN . Indeed, if mN  0, then (4.13) directly implies that aN P kN . For
mN > 0, we conclude from kN=lN  mN  2 Z that, in particular, kN P
lN  mN > mN . Due to (4.13), aN  mN ÿ kN  lNÿ1 > 0. Then
aN  kN ÿ lN ÿ mN   aN  mN ÿ kN   lN > lN ;
so that the only way in which (4.18) can fail for k  N is aN P kN .
It remains to prove that a canonical AP factorability of Gk;f implies the
invertibility of cÿ1, c0, c1. To this end, suppose that Gk;f admits a canonical AP
factorization. As in Theorems 4.6 and 4.7, Lemma 4.4 shows that cÿ1 is inv-
ertible. If this condition is satisfied, Lemma 4.2 allows us to introduce the
matrix Gk1;f1 , with f1 given by (4.8), admitting a canonical AP factorization
simultaneously with Gk;f . Since
l1  a mÿ k and a1  k l=m lb c  1 m l ÿ k > l
are both positive, another application of Lemma 4.4 shows that the coecient
cÿ1;1  ÿcÿ1ÿ1c0 kl=mlb ccÿ1ÿ1 is invertible. This implies the invertibility of c0.
If N > 1, then the reasoning of the previous paragraph can be applied to f1
in place of f. Hence, the coecient c0;1 also is invertible.
If N  1, then the canonical AP factorability of Gk1;f1 implies that a1 P k1
and the matrix Gk1; ~f1 , with
~f1 given by (4.19), also admits a canonical AP
factorization. Since m1  kÿ k l=m lb cm l diers from zero due to
the condition k=l m 62 Z, this is only possible if both coecients of ~f1 are
invertible (Theorem 4.1). This again implies the invertibility of c0;1.
Taking into consideration the formula c0;1  ÿcÿ1ÿ1c1, we conclude that (both
for N  1 and N > 1) the coecient c1 is invertible as well. 
Theorem 4.9. Let the off-diagonal block f of the matrix function Gk;f be given by
(4.2) and (4.3) with a m < k6 a lj j  m and k=l m 62 Z (k=aÿ l 62 Z) if
l > 0 (respectively, l < 0). Define the sequences kk, ak, mk, lk by the recursive
relations (4.6) with the initial conditions
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l1  kÿ a m;
k1 
m;
a;
(
a1 
kÿ wl m;
kÿ waÿ l;
(
4:20
m1 
w 1l m ÿ k;
w 1aÿ l ÿ k;
(
w 
kl
lm
j k
kÿl
aÿl
j k
8><>: if l > 0;l < 0:
(
4:21
Let N be the first value of k for which at least one of inequalities (4.18) fails. Then
Gk;f admits a canonical AP factorization if and only if all the coefficients cÿ1, c0,
c1 are invertible, and one of the following three conditions holds:
(i) a1 < 0, k1=l1 ÿ a1 2 Z,
(ii) mN  0,
(iii) mN > 0, kN=lN  mN  2 Z.
Proof. As in Theorems 4.7 and 4.8, it suces to consider the case l > 0. Then,
due to Lemma 4.4, the invertibility of cÿ1 is necessary for a canonical AP
factorization of Gk;f to exist. Provided that cÿ1 is invertible, Gk;f admits a ca-
nonical AP factorization only simultaneously with Gk1; ~f , where
~f  ÿcÿ1ÿ1c0wcÿ1ÿ1 eÿa1  ÿcÿ1ÿ1c1 eÿl1  ÿcÿ1ÿ1c0w1cÿ1ÿ1 em1
and a1, l1, m1 are given by (4.20). Observe that a1 6 0 because k=l m 62 Z.
Moreover,
m1 >
k l
l m l m ÿ k  l > 0; a1 < kÿ
k l
l m

ÿ 1

l m
 m  k1 4:22
and
a1  m1  l m > m  k1: 4:23
We now consider the situations N  1 and N > 1 separately.
(a) N  1. According to (4.21), then either m1 P k1 or a16 l1. For m1 P k1,
Lemma 2.1 (ii) allows us to substitute ~f by the binomial
ÿcÿ1ÿ1c0wcÿ1ÿ1 eÿa1  ÿcÿ1ÿ1c1 eÿl1 : 4:24
Since l1 > 0 and a1 6 0, Theorem 4.1 implies that Gk1; ~f admits a canonical AP
factorization if and only if (i) holds and both coecients in (4.23) are
invertible, that is, det cÿ1c0c1 6 0.
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If a16 l1 but m1 < k1, then a1 > 0 due to (4.22), m1 > 0 due to (4.21), and
0 < k1=l1  m16 k1=a1  m1 < 1. Hence, neither of the conditions (i)–(iii)
holds. On the other hand, Gk1; ~f does not admit a canonical AP factorization
because ~f falls into a big gap case with a gap a1  m1 > k1 (Theorem 2.5).
(b) N P 2. Then (4.18) holds for k  1. Since l1 > 0, we can write that
ÿk1 < ÿa1 < ÿl1 < 0 < m1 < k1: 4:25
If k1=l1  m1 2 Z, then Theorem 4.7 (with a, l, m, k changed to m1, ÿl1, a1 and
k1, respectively) shows that Gk1; ~f admits a canonical AP factorization if and
only if the coecients ÿcÿ1ÿ1c1 and ÿcÿ1ÿ1c0w1cÿ1ÿ1 of ~f are invertible, that is, if
and only if det cÿ1c0c1 6 0. On the other hand, it follows from (4.6) that m2  0.
Thus, (ii) holds with N  2. Conversely, N  2 and (ii) imply that
k1=l1  m1 2 Z.
If k1=l1  m1 62 Z, then, due to (4.22) and (4.24), the matrix Gk1; ~f satisfies
the conditions of Theorem 4.8 (again, with a, l, m, k changed to m1, ÿl1, a1, k1).
Since the middle exponent ÿl1 of ~f is negative, the initial values for the cor-
responding sequences (4.6) are given by (4.20). According to Theorem 4.8, a
canonical AP factorization of Gk1; ~f exists if and only if all the coecients of
~f
are invertible (equivalently, det cÿ1c0c1 6 0) and (ii) or (iii) holds. It remains to
observe that situation (i) for N P 2 is excluded because of (4.24). 
Theorems 4.5–4.9, cover all the cases of a trinomial o-diagonal block (4.2)
with a lj j  mP k, except for a m  k, l  0. Partial results available for
the latter case were discussed in Remark 2 after Theorem 4.3. The case
a lj j  m < k remains open.
Finally, we consider the case of a trinomial (4.2) and (4.3), for which the
intersection
kÿ l
l m ;
k a
a m
 
\ Z
is not empty. We use the standard notation xd e for the smallest integer number
greater than or equal to x; of course, xd e  xb c  1 for x 2 R n Z and
xd e  xb c  x for x 2 Z.
Theorem 4.10. Let the off-diagonal block f of the matrix function Gk;f be given
by (4.2), (4.3) and, in addition,
kÿ l
l m ;
k a
a m
 
\ Z 6 ;:
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Denote
K  kÿ l
l m
 
; p  kÿ Kl m
aÿ l
 
; N  m
aÿ l
 
;
Then Gk;f admits a canonical AP factorization if and only if cÿ1 is invertible and
one of the following three conditions holds:
i kÿ Kl m
aÿ l ;
m
aÿ l 2 Z and det TN z 6 0;
ii kÿ Kl m
aÿ l 2 Z;
m
aÿ l 62 Z and det TN z det TN1z 6 0;
iii kÿ Kl m
aÿ l 62 Z;
m
aÿ l 2 Z and det TN z det DNz 6 0:
Here zj  ykÿpÿj;pj; for n1; n2 2 Z, yn1;n2 is the sum of all possible products
of n1  n2 matrices, nj of which equal ÿcÿ1ÿ1cjÿ1 (j  1; 2) and otherwise
yn1;n2  0. The matrices Tnz, Dnz are defined by the sequence zj as in The-
orem 3.1.
Proof. Condition
kÿ l
l m ;
k a
a m
 
\ Z 6 ;
implies, in particular, that kÿ l=l m6 k a=a m, and therefore
l > 0. As in the proof of Theorems 4.6–4.8, we can now use Lemma 4.4 to
conclude that the invertibility of cÿ1 is necessary for a canonical AP factor-
ability of Gk;f . If this condition is satisfied, we still can use Lemma 2.3 to re-
place Gk;f by the matrix function Gm;f 0 with the same AP factorability
properties. However, Lemma 4.2 is no more applicable, because the condition
k6 a l m does not necessarily hold. Instead, we need to retreat to the
general formula (4.4).
Observe that
kÿ l
l m 6K 6
k a
a m and
n1  n2l m6 n1l m  n2a m6 n1  n2a m:
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Therefore,
n1l m  n2a m ÿ k6 K ÿ 1a m ÿ k6 k aa m

ÿ 1

a m ÿ k
 k aÿ aÿ mÿ k  ÿm
if n1  n26K ÿ 1, and
n1l m  n2a m ÿ kP K  1l m ÿ k P k ml m l m ÿ k
 k mÿ k  m
if n1  n2 P K  1. Hence, the only possible pairs fn1; n2g appearing in (4.4) are
such that n1  n2  K. In other words,
f 0  Pÿm;m
X
j
yKÿj;jcÿ1ÿ1 ejaÿlKlmÿk: 4:26
According to (4.25), the distances between the exponents of f 0 are commen-
surable, with h  aÿ l. It remains to introduce s  paÿ l  Kl m ÿ k,
rewrite f 0 as
f 0  Pÿm;m
X
j
yKÿjÿp;jpcÿ1ÿ1 ejaÿls
and use Theorem 3.1. 
With no further restrictions on the coecients cj, we do not know whether a
(not necessarily canonical) AP factorization of Gk;f always exists in the setting
of Theorem 4.10. However, if the coecients cÿ1, c0, c1 are invertible and
c0cÿ1ÿ1c1  c1cÿ1ÿ1c0, then the (also invertible) matrices bj  ÿcÿ1ÿ1cjÿ1 (j  1; 2)
commute. Hence, (4.25) can be rewritten as
f 0  Pÿm;m
X
j
K!
j!K ÿ j! b
Kÿj
1 b
j
2c
ÿ1
ÿ1 ejaÿlKlmÿk:
This matrix function is actually of the form (3.6), with R  cÿ1bÿ11 b2cÿ1ÿ1. Due to
Theorem 3.2, the matrix function Gm;f 0 (and therefore Gk;f ) is APP factorable.
In other words, the following result holds.
Theorem 4.11. Let the off-diagonal block f of the matrix function Gk;f be given
by (4.2) and (4.3) with
kÿ l
l m ;
k a
a m
 
\ Z 6 ;;
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all the coefficients cÿ1, c0, c1 be invertible, and c0cÿ1ÿ1c1  c1cÿ1ÿ1c0. Then Gk;f is
APP factorable.
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